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A new agenda for achieving off-grid access to 

energy 

 National grid failures: 
 High costs to develop the infrastructure and cover sparsely populated regions

 National electric companies management defaults

 More recently under-capacity of the grid to supply an urban growing demand

 Energy access: intensive support to new policies and off-grid solutions since
the 2000' as a poverty alleviating lever

 A vertuous cycle expected
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The enduring challenge of rural electrification

 Many conditions would meet to intensify off-grid infrastructure
 Chinese industry of high performance and lower costs of solar panels
 The adoption of Agendas for achieving universal access to electricity
 Public reforms, agencies for rural electrification, PPP

 Yet, unachieved results
 Not so much initiatives
 Private companies remain cautious
 there is not systematic assessment on the sustainability of these initiatives 

over time 
 Many initiatives are unsuccessful

Source : https://www.bearingpoint.com/fr-fr/blogs/blog-energie/lelectrification-rurale-en-afrique1/

Why rural electrification 

remains so problematic 

while for the development 

of off-grid systems have 

considerably improved ?



A micro-capitalist model: profitability at the 

village level

 The micro-level rationalizing: Village-centered projects

 Public-private partneship: Limited public investments associated
to private investment for operations and maintenance

 How to reconcile a profitable infrastructure with an insolvent
customer?

✓ Low tariffs : a classical economic statement that people live on “less 
than $2 per day”, 

✓ The continuity principal : a fixed subscription and a monthly regular
payment

 Buisiness model 

✓ Initial investment = Donation

✓ Operation and maintenance = economic
balance through regular payment and 

sustained consumption



Electricity: for whom? How much? Complex

choices for implementing and sizing

 Poor regions and villages or with economic potential? What coverage 

in the village? How to balance poor and solvent households 

contribution 

 What storage capacities? What distribution? Should we favor small

power supplies for a maximum of destinies or, on the contrary, reserve

strong capacities for small businesses? How to arbitrate between

productive and domestic uses? 

 With a limited budget: how to select future beneficiaries?

Supply 

Cat.

Service 6 hours 

per day

Power capacity Connection 

fees

Monthly tariff

L1 4 bulbs 50 W W0 000 X000 

L2 7 bulbs/radio 50 to 90 W X0 000 X 000 

L3 10 bulbs/ 

radio/ TV

90 to 180 W Y0 000 YY 900 

L4 14 bulbs – TV –

fridge 

More than 180 

W

Z0 000 ZZ 900

Tariff grid categorizes 

the end-users of the 

service according to 

their projected 

consumption levels 



Infrastructure sustainability based on long 

conversion chains

Available Kw 
(capacity)

Consummable KW 
(depending on 

distribution choices)

Consummed Kw
(electric uses 

measured with meters)

Amount due 
communcated

through invoices

Cash payments

Half of the cash for 
salaries and fees/ 

half for new 
equipments

 How to achieve operation and maintenance profitability? 

 Electric infrastructure design incorporates a longevity script 
based on calculation formulae and transaction chains 

Monthly

balanced

equation



Disruptions into conversion chains and use 

scenarios

 Incomes instability disrupts cash payment
continuity assumption
 Monetary revenues: intermittent and volatile 

(peripheral in an agricultural economy based on self-
sufficiency)

 Consumption patterns: limited, subject to short-term
priorities (rice, school fees, family events)

 Differed payments, in-kind payments…

 Mistakes in consumption hypothesis
 Weak uses and unpredictable control of expenses: 

households don’t consume enough or too much...

 The problem of reliable supply
 Unstable power supply or voltage (AC / DC)

 Many shortage, inadequats time supply

 Level of power incompatible with user demand
✓ Ex : The activity of a carpenter 3h / J generates a power 

demand of about 2kVA, and an average daily consumption of 
0.54 kWh

✓ The microgrid t is designed for a production of 40 kWh / and a 
maximum power demand of 10 kVA
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Energy for Productive Uses: so many

forgiven factors…

 Modern energy, a change of practices: the 

enigmatic process through which new energetic 

culture are integrated into routine patterns

 The need of complementary assets:

 Financial assets (perception of ability to repay, 

access)

 Skills and level of education

 Social connections

 Networks, economic capacities, financial 

capacities, equipment, infrastructure

 Access to local, regional or export markets (network)

 The limitation of needs: a much more powerful
constraint than the limitation of income ?

 Underestimated negative impacts: 
unemployment, pressure on natural resources

« In order to buy some
rice, I can make 50 chairs 
in a week (…) when I 
need cash money, I can
make 10 or 15 and sell
them directly »
(craftsman in Vohimtrambato)

« Coal cash is fast money 
but monthly cash it’s
good too. With coal, you
get money every fifteen
days » (Spouse of a salaried man in 

Marovato)



Is rural Africa electrification

condemned? 
 Local operators near bankruptcy

 Weak salaries, quality hybridization for new equipment, 

withdrawing money from the replacement budget

 As disruptions in power supply arise, as invoices arrive, as tensions 

between customers emerge, socio-political regulations are 

required more and more

 Nevertheless, an existing market…

 Well-established energy supply in rural areas based on intermittent 

provision and payment
✓ Kerosene lamps, car batteries, generator, solar lamps and panels)

✓ End-users modulate the recharge and the repair 

of their device according to their cash flow availability

 The competition of small Chinese solar devices



Conclusion

 Rural electrification in developing countries: the emergence of 
vast expertise and a set of doctrines dedicated to the design of 
an “infrastructure for the poor”

 Rational and accounting calculations to attract private 
investments: a distinction between the value of investments and 
assets and the value of benefits removed from operation

 Dissecting infrastructure, how a government for the poor is 
enacted and could fail in the dynamic process of conciliation of 
constraints: 

 Empowering the poor but sustaining profitable activities and solvent 
customers

 Bringing a collective solution but reasoning the economic balance at 
a very small scale

 Fostering economic development but reducing power energy supply 
and time slots.


